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Abstract- In today’s world seeing is no longer believing- the
technology that allows for digital visual data to be manipulated is
developing at great speed. The quick advance in image editing
techniques has enabled people to synthesize realistic images
conveniently. Some legal issues may arise when a tampered
image cannot be distinguished from original one by visual
examination. In this paper Scale Invariant Feature Transform
algorithm is used to extract interest points of an image. Voting
procedure algorithm is used to determine transformation with
respect to X-axis and Y-axis. Final results differentiates
tampered image from original image
Index Terms- Image Processing, Scale Invariant Feature
Transform, Tamper Detection, Voting Procedure Algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
n image is “tampered” means part of the content of a real
image is altered. An image is
tampered implies that it
must contain two parts: 1) Unchanged region 2) Tampered
region. Due to the ease of generating and modifying images it is
critical to establish trust worthiness for online multimedia
information. The assessment of the reliability of an image
received through the Internet is an important issue. Images are
widespread on today's internet and cause significant social
impact, which can be evidenced by the increase of social
networking sites with user generated contents. Specifically,
methods useful to establish the validity and authenticity of a
received image are needed in the context of Internet
communications. It uses signature-based approaches. In this, the
image hash is associated with the image as header information
and must be small and robust against different operations.
In order to perform tampering localization, the receiver
should be able to filter out all the geometric transformations
(e.g., rotation, scaling) added to the tampered image, in order to
align the received image with the one at the sender . An image
hash is a distinctive signature which represents the visual content
of the image in a compact way (usually just few bytes). The
image hash should be robust against allowed operations and at
the same time it should differ from the one computed on a
different/tampered image. Image hashing techniques are
considered extremely useful to validate the authenticity of an
image received through a communication channel.
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II. SIGNIFICANCE
The quick advance in image editing techniques has enabled
people to synthesize realistic images conveniently. Some legal
issues may arise when a tampered image cannot be distinguished
from a real one by visual examination. This approach
outperforms recently appeared techniques by obtaining a
significant margin in terms of registration accuracy and
tampering detection. Methods generate encouraging results to
improve the accuracy of tampering detection using in depth
analysis.
It needs to perform more in depth analysis to establish the
minimal number of scale invariant feature transform needed to
guarantee an accurate estimation of the geometric
transformations. Comparative tests shows that the approach
outperforms recently appeared techniques, it better deal with
texturized and contrasted tampering patches.
III. TAMPER DETECTION IN IMAGE
As shown in figure 1, our system is useful in Tamper
Detection in Images. This system generally divides into six parts.
It first takes an image as an input. Then we applied Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm to extract interest
points of an image. Extracted interest points are stored in XML
file format. Interest points are represented using descriptor of
size 128 dimension. For Codebook generation purpose we have
suggested a K-means clustering algorithm. Codebook is
generated by using interest points of database images. Codebook
uses SIFT descriptors and obtains values in the form of
Centroid_X and Centroid_Y. Matching of interest points of
original image and input image is performed. To match the
interest points of input image against interest point’s database
images, Nearest Neighbor method is used.
Matched interest points are used as an input in Voting
Procedure algorithm. It finds transformation with X-axis (Tx), Yaxis (Ty) and Rotation angle α. The values of Tx, Ty and α are
used for Image Alignment. Image has been registered before
Tamper detection. The proposed technique is utilized to
differentiate between original image and Tampered image.
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B) Code book Generation:
By applying K-means clustering on interest points, generate
different clusters of database images & get their centroids. The
codebook is generated by using different parameters of centroids
of clusters. This codebook with visual words has been employed
to compare the different approaches. The codebook has been
learned from overall SIFT descriptors extracted on training
images.
C) Matching Interest Points of Original & Tampered
image:
The key points against database obtained from training
images can be matched with input images. Find the nearest
neighbor i.e. a keypoint with minimum Euclidean distance. It
uses ratio of distance between best match & second best match.
1) If this ratio is low, then keep it.
2) If this ratio is 0.8, then discard the match.
This model, deals with matching interest points of both
original & tampered image. Matching of interest point will be
based on matching of their descriptors which are employed by
Extraction of Interest points. Result of this will be matching
pair’s f key points (xs ys and xr yr) in both original image &
tampered image.

Figure 1: System work flow
System is categorized into following parts:
A)

Extraction of Interest Points:
Following steps generates interest points of input
image:
1) Construct Scale Space:Gaussian Kernel is used to create scale space.
L(x, y, σ) = G(x, y, σ)* I(x, y)
2) Take Difference of Gaussian(DoG):D(x, y, σ) = (G(x, y, kσ) - G(x, y, σ))* I(x, y)
= L(x, y, kσ) - L(x, y, σ)
3) Locate DoG Extrema:Scan each DoG image. Look at all neighboring
points. Identify min & max by making 26 comparisons.
Large number of Extrema computationally expensive.
So detect most stable subset.
4) Sub Pixel Localization:It uses Taylor series expansion to get location in
terms of x, y, and σ.
5) Filter Edge & Low Contrast Responses:
It uses Hessian metrics to calculate Trace &
Determinant.
6) Build Keypoint Descriptors:
Size of descriptor is128 Dimension

D) Implementation of Voting Algorithm:
It uses xs ys and xr yr pairs obtained in Matching Interest
Points in Original Image and Tampered Image. It computes
transformation with X-axis (Tx) and transformation with Y-axis
(Ty). Tx and Ty are computed using following formulae:
Tx = ((xscosα – yssinα) / (xssinα + yscosα)) (Ty-yr) + xr
Ty = ((xssinα + ys cosα) / (xscosα - yssinα)) (Tx-xr) + yr
Rotation angle α will be computed by using Tx and Ty.
E) Image alignment & Image Registration:
The aim of the alignment phase is the estimation of the
quadruple
Scaling,
Rotation,
X-Transformation,
YTransformation. In the process of image alignment, transform
image to original position as of source image using
transformation Tx, Ty and rotation angle of Bins.
For image registration the image is usually divided into
non-overlapping blocks which are represented through feature
vectors computed using their content.
F) Tampering Detection:
Image tampering detection will start after successful
registration. The comparison of histograms of corresponding
blocks is usually performed through a similarity measure (e.g.,
Euclidean distance, minimum intersection, etc.) and a
thresholding procedure.
This procedure we will find Euclidean distance between
different blocks of image and then comparison of the signatures
will perform block-wise.
On the basis of Euclidean distance of represented blocks of
tampered and not tampered image regions, tampered blocks can
be highlighted.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In proposed system, we initially tried an implementation
of Extraction of Interest points. For which it takes the input
image and then by using Scale Invariant Feature transform
algorithm it extracts the interest points of an input image. It
represents result in the form of X-location and Y-location of
interest points.
In Codebook generation, interest points of database
images are extracted. K-means clustering algorithm is applied on
extracted interest points to generate Codebook. It represents the
result in the form of Centroid of X values (Centroid_X) and
Centroid of Y values (Centroid_Y).

Figure 3 shows Xml file format used for storing interest points.
Interest point descriptor is of size 128 dimension.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Figure 4: Codebook Generation
Figure 4 shows Codebook of database images. It is
generated by using K-means clustering algorithm. Results
obtained from Codebook generation are used for matching
interest points of original image and input image.

Figure 2: Extraction of Interest Points
.
Figure 2 shows extracted interest points of input image
with respect to X and Y-location.

VI. CONCLUSION
First literature survey is carried out on image processing
techniques. Then we identified the need to extract key features of
an image and we proposed “Tamper Detection in Image using
Voting Procedure Algorithm”. We have implemented Extraction
of interest points of input image and Generation of Codebook of
dataset.
Our future work will attempt to implement the
remaining system.
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